
Welcome to ProTech
The innovative ERP provider with 
super %0 projects failure rate  towards 
minimum complexity and maximum 
functionality



We deliver to inspire actions

We are not only a software development house! 
we are for ambitious people looking to control their 

day-to-day businesses operations since 2001. 

 Shaping concepts into stellar software solutions 
That cater businesses ease and boost their sales

What we do is that we take part of the burden off the companies’ shoulders, so that they can focus on 
achieving their ultimate goals. 

With zero percent projects failure rate, ProTech is a Jordanian IT consultancy that develops powerful 
integrated business solutions to complex tasks in the realms of ERP business softwares and cloud 

applications with one theme in mind:

Thus, ProTech takes the responsibility to make things happen for businesses who’re seeking to invest in 
their technologies towards.

About Us
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What We Offer
ProTech is a group of engineering and project managing professionals we have a thorough understanding 
of our clients’ requirements no matter the size of your company, and are ready to work with them to reach 
beyond their goals.
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When it comes to the 
landscape of tech, you 
can think of ProTech as 
your IT right hand 
whether you need a 
technology solution, 
improve your current 
workflow or expanding 
your setup.

Working on the agreed scope of project with ZERO fail stories, fully 
honored!

From going live reaching to the warranty period, our hero staff 
brings you the required expertise, experience, and support with 
outstanding after-sales services.

Our cutting-edge products prove its competency over the past 
years in helping businesses improve revenue, control their 
operations, boost productivity, and go paperless.

Our team members of professionals are a great asset contributing 
to ProTech success. As a result, we have a very low turnover rate, 
fully honored again.

Expect nothing but the excellence of your project from the start to 
finish with 20+ years of real-world experience alongside deep 
know-how of the business and technology industries.
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What powers our performance to reach there 

Business Statements
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What we believe in 
If it’s good for your business, it should be good also for 
your clients!

What we aspire to be 
To be preferred path-finder in software business solutions 
for organizations and entrepreneurs.

Our roadmap
To enable clients to go beyond their technological 
requirements to fulfill broader business goals by 
developing, implementing and integrating the latest 
technologies in software business solutions. 

Innovation, creativity and flexibility are our trends to 
achieve growth as a partner in ours and others’ 
companies,  sharing our successes and using open 
communication channels.



Our Products
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A C C O U N T I N G



Business  Models
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ERP

Comprehensive versions
installed at your server &
your premises 

     Enterprise

     Standard

Highly integrable
web-based architecture
installed on preferred
cloud server

On-Premises Cloud-based ERP

®



For large enterprises to 
sustain the enhanced 
performance of your 
enterprise team with a high 
level of knowledge transfer.

Amplifying our added-value 
services as a whole package 
for medium and large 
businesses, which include 
implementation, professional 
training and knowledge 
transfer, making sure that the 
system is running properly on 
client’s side.
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/312040736_Project_success_and_new_ventures'_outcomes_How_often_do_partners'_potential_benefits_and_losses_really_converge

Training and after-sales
services

Professional add-on services Well-planned project
management

With %39 of projects fail due 
to lack of planning, we take 
good care of your project 
ensuring there is a planning 
strategy of a high level, 
availability of adequate 
resources, risk management 
ahead of time, and reliable 
activities to drive the project 
to a winning completion rate. 
(stat source)https://www.researchgate.net/publication/312040736_Project_success_and_new_ventures'_outcomes_How_often_do_partners'_potential_benefits_and_losses_really_converge



https://www.researchgate.net/publication/312040736_Project_success_and_new_ventures'_outcomes_How_often_do_partners'_potential_benefits_and_losses_really_converge
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Because we strongly believe one size no longer fits all! 
We tailor and custom-tailor the system to perfect fit businesses needs, 

so they can focus only on what matters. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/312040736_Project_success_and_new_ventures'_outcomes_How_often_do_partners'_potential_benefits_and_losses_really_converge
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Profusion ERP Key Functions

Industry-specific solution to streamline
your processes and operations.

Optimized modular options to manage
your resources and assets across all
locations of your organization. 

Flexible architecture that guarantees
high performance, scalability and
productivity with strict security.

Functionality that addresses critical
business challenges and helps taking
more accurate decisions.
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Accessibility from any web place.

Transfer knowledge with minimal effort & time.

Developed to increase ROI and reduce Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).

Maximize resources productivity and increase transparency.

Promote a paperless environment.

Compatibility with Microsoft Office Suite.

Supports the arabic financial “lingo”.

Comes with drilled-in security layers.

Availability of audit trail and trace log reports.

Profusion ERP Key Features
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What Makes Profusion ERP Unique For Your Business? 

Once you have a bird-eye view 

of your internal processes, you 

are able to take bold decisions.

Controlling your business made 

easy with our bespoke pieces of 

software that integrate all 

systems, modules and business 

processes, saving not only 

money but also time spent on 

learning the know-how of new 

tools.

Stop rapid and uncontrolled 

business expansion by start 

using your actual numbers 

instead of chasing them.
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Access the valuable information 

required to improve your 

company’ performance, and 

minimize efforts looking for the 

right information at the right 

time.

With a more integrated 

system, streamlined processes, 

one platform and actionable 

data at the right time, the 

result will be more effective 

forecasts, planning and 

realistic estimates.

ProTech products are always 

up-to-date, tailored to focused 

implementation, sufficient 

training and exceptional 

maintenance, so you make sure 

your company performance is 

consistently on top of new 

technology and your systems 

never go obsolete.

One Platform Capturing The Bigger Picture of Your Business.
Prevent your growth from being crippled due to a clutter of disconnected

functional systems, human errors, ineffective costs management
or process blockages causing productivity issues.
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What’s in it for government as GRP ?

Financial management system 
tailored to handle the 

financial side related to budgets, 
payment vouchers and 

deductions. 

Functionalities combine the 
whole latest features and 

benefits in Profusion GRP® 
alongside specific solutions to 
meet governmental laws and 

regulations.

Powerful software drives 
government modernization 

supported by a solid foundation 
for governance, accountability 

and transparency in the 
governmental sector.



Sustainable, yet scalable business software solutions! 
No matter how much complicated your business is,  customizable modules are 

available  to enable robust full integration with our products. 

Profusion Verticals
Trading

Contracting

Government & Public Sector

Arm & Defense 

Financial Services

Professional Services
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The overall tool for a solid accounting foundation

Biloba enables your process, monitor, track and report your financial payments and 
transactions in various industries to overcome operational risk, uplift your business 

agility and shrink your time to market. 

Cloud-based business model transforming how you do finance! 
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Financial Services

A C C O U N T I N G

Biloba is a cloud-based solution gives you better management of your core business financial transactions 
in a simple and user-friendly environment, having a clear overview of your finances which let you work 
faster and smarter with your team and auditors. 



Get Intelligible Reports That Reflect Your Financial Performance
and Minimize Efforts on Unimportant Tasks

BILOBA Key Functions
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Bi-lingual and intelligent wizard

Built-in chart of accounts

Service items and Invoice management

Business units/projects management

Maintain secretarial documents & attachments

Dashboards and comprehensive reporting

A C C O U N T I N G

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/-73of-enterprises-will-run-almost-entirely-on-saas-by-2020-report-says/

Organizations are more involved to invest in business applications and integrated software. Studies 
conducted prove “%73 of organizations declared that at least %80 of their apps will be SAAS . and this 
percentage is expected to grow.” adjusted from stat source. 



Run your entire business and make more informed decisions while taking control of 
what’s going out and what’s coming in. 

BILOBA Key Benefits
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No IT maintenance costs.

Fully secure and controlled.

Compatibility with MS
Office suite.

Data is always safe with
disaster assistance.

Fully integrated with third party
payroll systems through

web services.

A C C O U N T I N G

Always up-to-date 

Lower cost of ownership.

Easily upgradable.

Productivity  anywhere.

Offsite data storage.



For the past decades, we have been leading credibility and authenticity
on financial software to provide our clients with easily-configured, profitable and 

user-friendly solutions with actionable data.

BILOBA Verticals
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Small businesses & Startups

Social enterprises & Charities

Financial services

Holdings & Investments

Home Working

Contractors

Sole Trader

A C C O U N T I N G
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How can ProTech BPM of products & services help businesses? 
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Substantial Systems
Integrations 

All the competitive 
features in one 
consolidated 
system

Efficient Process 
Automation

Get your team 
supercharged with 
a real success driver 

Improved Real-time 
Visibility

Never Lose Sight of 
What Makes Your 
Business Trackable 
and Profitable 
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Smart Cost Savings

Controlled 
Business. 
Controlled Cost.

Noticeable IT Time 
Saving

The Smoother 
System You Have, 
The More 
Hassle-free IT Man 
Can Be

Comprehensive and 
Accurate Reports 

Key Flexibility and
Personalization

That Lead How We 
Perform

Enhanced Security 

Putting Your 
Business at High 
Status With Secure 
Data

Scalable Solutions

Specially Developed 
to Fuel Growing 
Business



BPM is no longer an ineffective management hack. Numbers approve!
The global BPM market is expected to be worth 13-14$ billion by

the forthcoming decade. Stat Source.
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https://www.statista.com/statistics/664859/worldwide-business-process-management-market-size/https://www.statista.com/statistics/664859/worldwide-business-process-management-market-size/



https://www.statista.com/statistics/664859/worldwide-business-process-management-market-size/
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What Makes Us Different?

https://www.statista.com/statistics/664859/worldwide-business-process-management-market-size/



https://www.researchgate.net/publication/312040736_Project_success_and_new_ventures'_outcomes_How_often_do_partners'_potential_benefits_and_losses_really_converge
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ProTech has the power of knowledge 
"Large businesses lose 47$ million annually while raising their productivity because 
knowledge is not shared efficiently among workers." stat source

ProTech knows how to do successful project management
"Knowing that only %2.5 of companies successfully complete %100 of their projects, is 
truly troubling". But that’s not the case with ProTech! Stat source

ProTech masters potent communication skills 
“%57 of projects fail due to “breakdown in communications.” stat source

A
B

C
https://news.gallup.com/businessjournal/152429/cost-bad-project-management.aspx

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/312040736_Project_success_and_new_ventures'_outcomes_How_often_do_partners'_potential_benefits_and_losses_really_converge
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ProTech follows customized sure step methodology
To build creative solutions possible addressing your business needs, our proven process 
follows five phases, helping clients diagnose and address their critical challenges:D

B Analyze business 
requirements accurately, 
understand client’s end 

goals and provide 
tailored solutions. 

Develop the software 
that serves your business 

and get you results. 

Deploy the relevant 
solutions and conduct 

testing and quality 
assurance towards full 

functionality.

Design the business 
process with capabilities 
and integrations needed.



ProTech is a Deep Expert Consultancy In Your Hands
So If Businesses Change, Efficiency Remains.
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1
Added Values Stands Behind Our Success

ProTech has commitment along with deep knowledge. 

2
3

ProTech has high projects delivery rates.

ProTech provides -5stars after-sales services.

Thanks to our immense experience with national and 

international companies within fields of cloud solutions, ERP 

systems, and the power of the multi-specialist team. 



Clients PortfolioClients Portfolio - Sample
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Financial Services & Professional Services

Government & Public

Trading 

Arm and Defense 



Having all the required resources and tools,you’re ready to drive value-added innovation in 
your organization throughout your services by

Applying protech functional and technical expertise, tailoring processes and applications 
to leverage your organization performance. 
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Manufacturing

New Vision
for plastic

Contracting

SME's 

 green energy 



Give us a call at 5519558 6 962+

Or visit our website: www.protech-soft.com

For inquiries or more information about our products, forward a message to: info@protech-soft.com

And let’s start innovating your IT universe! 

Reach Us


